PURCHASE PLAYERS PRESENTS

The Best Christmas Pageant Ever

Written by
BARBARA ROBINSON

PRODUCED BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH
SAMUEL FRENCH, INC.
NEW YORK CITY

COMMUNITY PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
9TH & WATER ST
MAYFIELD KY 42066

Nov 13, 14 & 15 and Nov 20, 21 & 22
270-251-9035

CHECK US OUT ON THE WEB!
www.purchaseplayers.com
PRE-PAGEANT FESTIVITIES
FAVORITE CHRISTMAS MUSIC

INTERMISSION

“CHRISTMAS PAGEANT”
Edited by LaVerne Waldrop

CAST OF CHARACTERS

HEAVEN
Hannah.....................Sarah Glass
Michelle..................Clare McGregor
Rachel....................Ja’Nae Clapp
Miriam....................Maggie Marrs
Angela...................Alexis McClure
Gabriella................Jenna Hackel
Raphaela.................Abby Forsythe
Deborah................Meredith Fickey
Tabitha...................Emily Taylor
Ruth......................Katelyn Bryson

HERDMAN FAMILY
Ralph......................Elijah Sandy
Imogene..................Cassy Hilks
Leroy.....................Grant Puckett
Olivia....................Emily Wiggins
Claudia..................Katrina Dew
Herman.................Jared Kindespire
Gladys..................Mollie Beck

FAMILY
Charlie Bradley........Mattison Sullivan
Beth Bradley..............Kayla Carrico
Bob Bradley, Father.....Kyler Danowski
Grace Bradley, Mother...Elizabeth Wiggins

FRIENDS OF GRACE BRADLEY
Irma Slocum...............Ashton Saxon
Vera Clark..................Kaylan Dowdy
Edna McCarthy.............Hannah Glass
Helen Armstrong...........Chandler Dunn
Genevieve Beavin..........Elizabeth Purcell

TRINITY CHURCH
Reverend Hopkins.........Patrick Redden
Fireman....................Caleb Thomas

CHILDREN FROM TRINITY CHURCH
Alice Wendleken.............Erica Hott
Erica Dalton................Mary Kassidy Arnett
Meredith Thompson........Courtney Henderson
Beverly Logan..............Mallory Katzman
Molly Mitchell..............Claire Thomas
Elmer Hopkins...............Jake Patty
Roberta McCarthy...........Kate Danowski
Louise Saxon...............Angie Richmond
Lucas Harrison.............Xander Hendrickson
David Baugh................Colton Hayden
Janet Armstrong...........Virginia Glass
Kadyi Klarer...............Emma Purcell
Shirley Clark...............Alexis Todd
Malaya Malone...............Natalie Newsom
Larry Dye....................Micah Sandy
Kellie Parker...............Caroline Glass
Karen Ame..................Jacie Spann
Jimmy Warford.............Noah Saxon
FROM THE DIRECTOR...

"Best Christmas Pageant Ever" has been a Purchase Players tradition for the last 15 years. It has been my pleasure to be actively involved, all the while appreciating the opportunity to work with the children of this community. This story has blessed so many over the years, and continues to bring joy into the hearts of audience members young and old.

God’s blessings throughout the season
L.M.W.

SPECIAL THANKS

Ron Moyers
Tommy Waldrop

Cast parents who have assisted in hundreds and hundreds of ways!

EVENT PHOTOS AVAILABLE
ONLINE FROM
JONES PHOTOGRAPHY
www.jonesphoto.biz

Fountain Square Shopping Center
1011 Paris Rd  Suite 337
Mayfield KY 42066-3734
(270) 564-0420